
1 Please briefly describe the scope of the organization/group. Where are you based and in which countries 
and settings are you operating? What is the organization’s history of activities? What funding structure 
do you have? Who is the target group and how many people do you reach? Do you have any research 
activity/publications? What references can you provide that support a collaboration?

2 Are you able as a potential collaborating partner to contribute financially?  

a. Over 100K               b. Up to 100K               c. US$50 000               d. Nil

Suitability (mini check)
This mini check list provides the Friendship Bench team with the 
necessary information to determine whether a collaboration is possible. 
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QUESTIONS
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CONTACT E-MAIL:
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3 Can you as a potential partner reliably mobilize one hundred future FB counselors who could deliver FB 
after having been trained by FB and create a structure for them to work in? 

a. Who? Appropriate group? 
b. What are their core competencies? Literacy, mobile use, “soft skills” such as empathy & listening skills. 
c. Can the FB skill be done alongside their already existing work and do they receive a salary? 
d. What is your link with delivering agents? for example employer, supervisor? 
e. Have you implemented a program before? (which program, when, is it still running?) 

4 Have you identified a partner key/focal person to lead the implementation process? 
 
a. Strategist, M&E specialist?  
b. Part of an existing organization?  
c. (Mental) Health professional?  
d. MH researcher?  
e. Linked or part of health care system? If not, interest to be linked?  

5 Does buy-in from senior management of the organization/governmental structure exist?  

6 Have you had discussion with your funders about collaborating with FB? Is ther buy-in?
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Please leave links to your website, social media pages, publications and any other relevant information.
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Thank you for your submission 
we will get back to you as soon as possible.
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